This paper proposes a new mobile image transmission system based on the hierarchical modulation scheme for achieving a high quality and high speed digital image transmission in a band-limited fading channel. The proposed system uses a hierarchical QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) scheme to give unequal transmission reliability depending on the significance of DCT (discrete cosine transform)-based compressed images. Computer simulation results show that the proposed system is an effective high-quality and high-speed image transmission technique in the band-limited fading channel.
Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing demand for multimedia transmission, such as transmission of text, data, voice and images, over mobile communication systems. To establish the multimedia transmission, especially transmission of image information, requires highly reliable and high speed digital transmission. However, in mobile communication systems, since multipath fading degrades the transmission reliability and the frequency bandwidth is severely limited, it is difficult to realize the multimedia transmission without applying techniques to overcome these problems.
To overcome these problems, source coding and channel coding have widely been studied. Source coding is to compress information as much as possible by removing redundancy, while channel coding gives reliable transmission as much as possible within a given bandwidth. Shannon's theorems mentioned that combination of optimum source coder and optimum channel coder makes system optimum, however, it is not true when the hardware complexity of source and channel coders are limited or channel is time varying. In these cases, joint design of source and channel coders is necessary to optimize the system. Some image coding schemes, such as DCT (discrete cosine transform), can divide information into several layers depending on its significance. In these source coders, the sensitivity to the channel error depends on the significance of the corresponding bits. Thus, transmitting the divided image data bits with different reliabilities according to the layer significance, namely, to establishing the hierarchical transmission system, we can improve the quality of received images.
The hierarchical transmission system consists of the hierarchical source coder and the corresponding channel coder. The hierarchical source coder divides the information into several layers according to their significance, and t.he hierarchical channel coder transmits each layer with different reliability according the layers. There have been many studies to realize hierarchical transmission systems, however, there was no study about about optimization of reliability assignment for each hierarchy to maximize received quality.
In this paper, we propose a new hierarchical image transmission system for mobile radio communication systems. The proposed system uses a hierarchical QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) scheme to give unequal transmission reliability depending on the layers of ADCT(adaptive discrete cosine transform)-based compressed images. The signal constellations of the hierarchical QAM used for the proposed system is optimized to maximize received image quality. In mobile radio channel, since the received signal power or CNR (Carrier signal to noise power ratio) varies drastically, high signal level margin is required to ensure the transmission when CNR drops. On the other hand, when the channel condition is good, we can achieve higher transmission rate by increasing the number of modulation level. The proposed system gives higher rate transmission using both higher and lower layers which the CNR is high enough, while the system ensure transmission using lower layers when CNR drop. Therefore, we can increase the transmission rate without any control and improve the received image quality over mobile communication channels.
System Model output Signal
Hierarchical Image Coder Hierarchical Modulator Figure 1 : Block diagram of a hierarchical image transmission system. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed hierarchical image transmission system. The proposed system consists of a hierarchical source coder and a hierarchical modulator. The hierarchical image coder compresses image information and divides into several layers according to it's significance. Then the hierarchical modulator transmits each layer's information with different reliability according to it's significance.
In the following, we suppose a two-layer model, namely, the system divides compressed image information into a base information layer and a refinement information layer. Then the system transmits the base information layer with higher reliability and the refinement information layer with lower reliability.
Hierarchical Image Coder
In this paper, we use an ADCT-based hierarchical image coder. ADCT is one of the most effective image compression technique. Other source coding schemes such as differential PCM and Haffman coding, have error propagation which causes severe damages in decoding image even if only one error occurs. However, ADCT does not have error propagation because it employs fixed length compression, i.e. the effect of error does not spread over an image. Thus, ADCT is suitable for mobile image transmission system.
In this paper, we divide the ADCT transformed image data into two layers according to the error sensitivity. In the ADCT coded image data, the lower the space-frequency becomes, the more the sensitive to channel error the image data is. Therefore we assign the lower half frequency components to the base layer and higher half frequency components to the refinement layer.
Hierarchical Modulator
To realize a two layers modulation scheme we use a hierarchical 16 &AM modulator. Figure 2 shows a constellation diagram of the hierarchical 16QAM signal, where D1 and Dz are the minimum distance between clusters and the minimum distance within the cluster, respectively. In this figure, the base information bits correspond to the 4 clusters, and the refinement information bits decide one of the 4 constellation points within each cluster. Since D I is larger than D2, the base information layer will be transmitted with lower bit error rate than the refinement information layer.
Let X = 0 2 / 0 1 be the modulation parameter of the hierarchical 16 QAM, which represents the reliability between two layers. When X approaches t o zero, the reliability of the base information is improved and the refinement layer drops it's reliability, and if X = 0, the signal constellation becomes a conventional QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) and only base layer is transmitted. On the other 
Performance Analysis
In this section, we investigate the transmitted image SNR performance of the proposed hierarchical system in a slow flat Rayleigh fading environment. The SNR of a 256-level monochrome image is defined as where L, and L , are horizontal and vertical sizes of the image. of the the original and reconstructed pixels, respectively. layers, Pj1 and Pjz, are approximately given by and Sk,, represents the intensities When we assume the ideal coherent detection at the receiver, the BER of the base and refinement where r is the average CNR of the fading channel. Fig.3 shows a BER performance of the hierarchical 16 QAM in a Rayleigh fading channel. This figure shows that the hierarchical modulator improves the BER of base information layer transmission at the sacrifice of refinement information layer's BER.
By using (4) and ( 5 ) , the received image SNR is theoretically given by where D1 and LIZ are the average root mean square distortion due to single bit error for base layer and refinement layer, respectively.
Simulation Results
In the computer simulation we use an image which is referred as "girl". In this simulation, we suppose that the attenuation and phase shift due to fading are known at the receiver. The SNR and the compression rate at the output of the ADCT coder are 39.0 dB and 26.2%, respectively. Figure 4 shows the received image SNR performance against the average Rayleigh fading channel CNR, I'. This figure shows that the proposed hierarchical system gives better performance than both conventional QPSK(quadrature phase shift keying) and 16QAM systems when CNR is greater than 20dB, and can achieve comparable performance to QPSK when CNR is less than 20 dB. Figure 5 shows the SNR performance against the hierarchical modulation parameter, A. From this figure, the SNR becomes maximum at X = 0.2 for "girl".
In Fig.6 , we show examples of the simulated images. Fig.G(a) is the ADCT coded image without transmission errors. Fig.G(b) and (c) are received images of the proposed hierarchical system with the optimum value of X and conventional uniform 16 QAM system, respectively. These images are transmitted over a Rayleigh fading channel which has average CNR I' = 25 dB and normalized maximum Doppler frequency ~D T = 0.004. Figure 6 shows that the proposed hierarchical system can reduce the noise as compared with conventional 16 QAM.
From these results, it is clear that the proposed system can improve the reconstructed image SNR performance effectively in the Rayleigh fading channel.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new image transmission system based on the hierarchical transmission techniques. We have investigated the image SNR performance of the proposed system in a Raleigh fading channel. Computer simulation results show that the proposed system is an effective high-quality and high-speed image transmission technique in a fading channel. over Rayleigh-fading channel ("girl") 
